Secondary Traumatic Stress in Maternal-Newborn Nurses: Secondary Qualitative Analysis.
BACKGROUND: Secondary traumatic stress can be the cost for clinicians when caring for persons who have been traumatized. Secondary traumatic stress is a syndrome of symptoms similar to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). AIMS: To conduct a secondary qualitative data analysis of three primary data sets of secondary traumatic stress in nurses. METHODS: Cross validation was the type of qualitative secondary analysis used to compare qualitative findings across these multiple data sets. In the three primary studies, the data were analyzed for themes. In this secondary qualitative analysis, a different defining unit was chosen. This time, the four categories of PTSD symptoms (intrusions, avoidance, arousal, and negative alterations in cognitions and mood) were used to analyze the data sets using content analysis. RESULTS: For all three groups of maternal-newborn nurses, the intrusions category was ranked first and the negative cognitions and mood category was ranked second. The remaining two symptom categories were where their rankings differed. The labor and delivery and neonatal intensive care unit nurses ranked arousal symptoms third and avoidance symptoms fourth. For the nurse-midwives, the rankings for these two categories were reversed. The neonatal intensive care unit nurses comprised the one group that did not report any avoidance symptoms. CONCLUSIONS: This secondary qualitative analysis confirmed the presence of PTSD symptoms that maternal-newborn nurses struggled with as a result of caring for either critically ill infants or women during traumatic births. Hospital preventive strategies and interventions for secondary traumatic stress in nurses are discussed.